Abstract-In this paper we propose a centralized algorithm for stable operation of a multi-robot dome inspection, repair, and maintenance based on potential field method. The multi robot system consists of two robots, a leader robot and a sup porter robot, connected to each other by two strings. The fol lower robot sends its information to the leader robot for processing and receiving commands. The leader robot uses the friction model, the slope of the dome detected by the two ro bots' tilt sensors and the mass of the robots to calculate the stability ranges and determines the proper action to make the whole system stable. The leader robot moves toward its target pose while adjusting the tension of its string using potential field method to combine the attractive and repulsive potentials.
friction model, the slope of the dome detected by the two ro bots' tilt sensors and the mass of the robots to calculate the stability ranges and determines the proper action to make the whole system stable. The leader robot moves toward its target pose while adjusting the tension of its string using potential field method to combine the attractive and repulsive potentials.
The follower robot executes the commands sent by the leader robot to create the most stable configuration for the whole sys tem. It is shown that the algorithm can guarantee stable opera tion all over a typical dome. The algorithm has been imple mented and shown its effectiveness in simulation. Furthermore, the effect of each parameter has been discussed and it is shown that the multi-robot system is capable of completely covering a typical dome using the proposed potential field algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the common structures in the middle-eastern coun tries is dome. In fact as a primary element of the classical architectures, many historical and monumental buildings have giant aged domes that need repair and maintenance (Fig. I ). The unique shape of domes makes them very diffi cult to access the whole surface of them for repair and main tenance. This restriction becomes more important due to the wide range of slopes and fragile surfaces such that common approaches like scaffolding are not appropriate. The unique shape and fragile surface of domes make the maintenance very costly and time consuming. For instance it takes several months to repair a medium size dome with a cost of more than 100 thousand dollars. Furthermore, the overall view of the dome would be unpleasant due to the use of supporting structures for repair and maintenance (Fig. 1 ).
In our previous work [1] a multi robotic platform was pro posed with a centralized controller which was able to stably sweep all over the dome. The system consists of a leader robot and one or more supporter robot(s). Each robot is able to move in different directions. In this way, with usage of multi-robotic platform, it is only needed that one of the ro bots covers the whole dome while the other robots support its movements. In other word, the leader robot is in charge to move all over the surface of the dome for the purpose of repair and maintenance. The supporter robots(s) are in charge to provide the needed support for the leader to stably perform its task. The central planner was developed to find an optimal path in the robots' configuration space. In this platform robots connect to each other by strings to form a loop around the dome. The characteristics of this platform are:
• No adhesive material or equipment like suction cups and vortex are required for dome climbing.
• Energy consumption is drastically reduced relative to regular climbing robots by creating static stability through unique configuration of the multi-robot sys tem. This becomes very important considering the long period of operation for repair and maintenance.
• The system is robust against power failures. In other words, if the robots lose power, the unique configura tion of the robots allows them to remain stable and would not fall of the dome.
The proposed platform requires complicated control and planning due to high dimensional configuration space and tension control. In this paper a centralized potential field method is proposed to control movements and tensions of the two robots for inspection on domes. The proposed algo rithm shows effectiveness of the potential field for control ling two closely coordinated robots on domes. Since the proposed algorithm is centralized, there is no conflict in con trolling movements and tension of the two robots. In this way the proposed algorithm is used to show the effective ness of potential field and effects of its parameters in con trolling two robots on the dome. 
III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND MODELING

A. Platform description
The multi-robotic platform consists of two main robots, a leader robot labeled by Rior RLand a follower robot R2 or Rf. These robots are connected by two strings to form a ring around the dome. It is possible to use guider robots to avoid the contact of strings and dome' s surface. These small active guiders can move along the string so that the strings do not tangle with the rough surface. These guiders has almost no effect on movements of the robots, hence they are ignored in this article.
The task is to reach every part of a dome with lowest poss ible tension in strings. For this purpose the leader robot moves toward a desired position while the follower robot moves so that the whole system remains stable. The robots are assumed to be holonomic and do not have restriction in moving from one pose to another as long as they are stable. 
C. Stability Analysis
Free body diagram for the leader and follower robots is depicted in Fig. 2 
Where in above equations is is the static friction force and the angle a is the angle between the line connecting the two robots and the normal to the surface (Fig. 2) . When one ro bot moves, a changes and system can become unstable. m,gCo, + T,Sa, :::; fl , (m,gSe, + T,Ca, ) => T, ( S", -fl , C", ) :::; m, g (fl , So,
The main stability inequalities can easily be formulated as follow:
Assuming that the current state of the robots is known, the right hand side of the above inequalities is determined.
Hence Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 could be used to find a stability range according to a. This range determines the possible deviation of one robot with respect to other one while remaining sta ble. Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 also provide the lower and upper bounds for a respectively. Fig. 3 shows the upper and lower bounds for a while robots angular position change. The fixed para meters are shown in the picture, Te = 30N, m = 1 kg and J1 = 0.3. We define stable configurations of the robots as follows: the stability range which is the area between red and blue lines in the Fig, 3 , 
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. Figure 3 .The upper and lower bounds for a with variation in 8 Fig, 3 shows stability boundaries for each robot, and the robots should remain between them to stay stable on the dome. We can define stability regions for the robots with usage of Eq. 7 as follows: The stability regions of the robots are depicted as a di amond shape area for each tension value, h These stability regions overlap with each other, and as tension value gets higher, they move and grow. These stability regions make two paths which enable the leader robot to cover the whole dome from -700 to 800• In Pathl stability regions and ten sion values change, but in the other path they remain stable.
In other words, when Ti = 3SN the stability region of the robot covers the whole dome, therefore the leader robot does not need to change Ti to change the stability region of the robots, and it can cover the whole dome with one tension value. However, our task is to stably cover the whole dome with the lowest possible tension. For this reason, we use the potential field method to enable the leader robot to control the tension value and movements of the robots to cover the whole dome in Path 1.
The middle point in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 is where the robots have the maximum stability. The maximum stability point is where the friction force becomes zero and the robots would not slide even if J1 = O. Such a point could be easily calcu lated from Eq. 2 in which is = O. Note that the deviation from the middle band means less stability.
Other stability issue arises when robots move sideways.
Since dome is assumed to have symmetry with respect to globalZ axis, it is expected that both T1e f t and Tri g ht (ten sions of two sides of the leader robot) have the same magni tude. So robots always move sideways in order to keep both tensions equal and in this way the leader and follower robots always stand in the opposite sides of the dome.
IV. POTENTIAL FIELD ALGORITHM
Here we introduce a potential field method for controlling a two-robot system to inspect a dome surface in centralized manner. In this method, it is needed to gather information from the two robots and to control them simultaneously. It is considered that the robots are initialized to move from the most possible stable configuration on the dome. The leader robot starts to move toward its desired angular position, thus this dislocation has effects on the stability of itself and the follower robot. So the leader robot uses the potential field method to control itself and the follower robot to stay away from their stability boundaries and to reach their goals.
According to system model derived in the previous sec tion, in up-down direction the stability criteria is based on a and in left-right direction the stability criteria is depended on tensions.
Consider the leader robot starts to move toward its desired angular position. This disposition effects on relative angular position a and tension of two robots. The system remains stable, but such a small disposition reduces the stability of the robots and pushes them toward their stability boundaries.
The proposed algorithm assumes the stability boundaries of the robots as virtual obstacles where inequalities in Eq. 2 become equalities. The leader robot uses potential field me thod with virtual obstacles and goals to control tension and movements of two robots. In this way the proposed algo rithm forces each robot to get away from their stability boundaries and to reach their goals.
The boundary for stability range is where the inequality in Eq. 2 is active (become equality). So the more distance from these boundaries the more stable the robot is. This distance is calculated by (9) dL = (JlsS0+CB)+�(J1sCa+Sa) (10) m g
Where dH and dL are the distance from upper and lower stability boundaries, respectively. Note that a depends on both (} and the dome' s structure, i.e. the dome' s slope.
Considering the above discussion, the potential field for the leader robot is designed as follows:
v (OL,Oj,({JL,({Jj,Te)=
The first term in potential function is used to derive the re pulsive force which makes the leader and follower robots to get away from their stability boundaries. The other terms are used to calculate attractive forces. The second and third terms are used to make the leader robot to reach its desired polar and azimuth angular positions, respectively. The fourth term in potential function is used to make the follower robot to reach its most stable configuration. In Eq. 11 dM is the distance of current state of the follower robot from the max imum stability point in the middle of its stability range and is calculated by
We derive dM from Eq. 2 such that it shows distance to max The leader robot uses the following actions to control its movement and tension of the robots.
The leader robot uses the following actions to control the follower robot
Note that in the potential function, Eq. II,Te denotes the net tension on the robots which we can derive it by summation of Tri g htand T1e f t. Since the last term in the potential func tion makes the tensions on both sides of the leader robot to converge to a same value, we can assume that changes in 1>
do not affect on Te.In other word changes in 1> have effects on Tri g htand T1e f t, and we consider the third and the last terms in deviation related to 1>.In Eq. 13 and Eq. 16 devia tions in a related to(}are considered for calculating gradient of the first and fourth terms in Eq. 11. The potential function removes conflicts of controlling tension and moves the ro bots so that they remain in their stability regions. To esti mate variation of a we use a linear estimation as
Where Q:L(t) and df(t) are the time differentiation of leader and follower robots in current time t and M is the time step of sampling for control.
The proposed algorithm is used in two different dome shape structures to establish its effectiveness. In both simula tions two robots have the same mass, i.e. reaching to goal and remaining stable on the dome. Table I shows the chosen values for parameters of potential field function. Table 1 . Coefficients values in simulation on spherical dome
Note that maximum changes in (} and Te values are consi dered 1° and 0.05 respectively in each step.
As we stated before in System Model, our task is to cover the whole dome with lowest possible tension, and we choose Pathl in Fig. 4 . Pathl in Fig. 4 shows that the leader robot can cover the whole dome from (}L = -700to 80°, but the follower robot moves in upper half of the dome from (}f = 110° toI50°. Also it is depicted that as the leader robot moves toward lower half of the dome, the robots need higher tension, and the follower robot moves toward upper half of the dome to enable the leader robot to reach lower half of it.
In other word, Fig. 4 shows the stability region of the robots moves as tension of the robots changes. Therefore the leader robot moves toward its desire angular position, and changes the tension in order to the whole system remains in its stabil ity region. Fig. 5 shows a behavior similar to the behavior of the robots in Path 1 in Fig. 4 .
-' .� . � shows the net tension on the robots. The leader robot can cover the whole dome from -700to 80°, but the follower robot moves in the upper half of the dome from 110° to 150°.The leader robot start to move toward -70°, lower half of the dome, and the follower robot goes down with it since both robots stands on the upper half of the dome. Once the leader robot approachesO°, the follower robot moves toward upper half of the dome to enable the leader robot to reach lower half of the dome, however they need higher tension values. These behaviors can be seen in Fig. 4 . When the leader robot reaches its desired angular position, the robots try to get to their most stable and as it can be seen in Fig. 4 at their most stable configuration in (} L = -70 they need less tension. Therefore tension value decreases in steps from 90 to 110. In this way with usage of stability region we can explain the behaviors of the robots on the dome. Also this simulation shows the robots can cover whole azimuth angu lar positions, Fig. 5d , and stably tum around the dome.
B. Simulation on a real dome
The surface of a dome shape is drawn in Fig. 2 . This shape is an exact sketch of a dome depicted in Fig.I . Note that the slope on the real dome varies from e = -25° to 50°. Defmi tion of the parameters in the algorithm is the same as in the simulation on spherical dome. The leader robot starts from eL = 45° and CPL = 180° and moves toward ed = -lQOand CPd = 0°. Then the leader robot tries to get back to ed2 = 45°. This shows leader robot can cover wide range of polar angular position and it can also move toward the lowest part of the dome and back to the highest part. The values of parameters in Eg.ll are set by trial and er ror. Table. II shows chosen values for potential field parame ters. This simulation shows the effectiveness of the algorithm for navigating robots on the surface of real dome. Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b show angular positions of the follower and lead er robots, respectively. Note that we consider angular posi tions of the follower robot changes from 90°, upper half of the dome, to 270°, lower half of the dome. Fig. 6c shows the net tension on the robots. In this paper we introduced a centralized potential field algorithm which enables a multi-robot system to stably cov er the whole dome. We examined the effectiveness of the potential field method in navigating closed coordinated ro bots, and we showed that the two robots can stably cover the whole dome. Also we showed that the leader robot can con trol movements of the follower robot with usage of the pro posed method such that whole system remains stable. At last we discussed the effects of each parameter in the potential field method, and in Simulation section we showed that the leader robot can cover whole polar angular positions, from -70° to 80° on the spherical dome andfrom-lQo to 45° on the real dome, by moving up-down on the dome. Also we showed that the robots can cover whole azimuth angular positions, from OOtension of strings can be controlled to 180°, by turning around the dome.
Since this method is based on potential field, it may trap into local minima. The next step is to examine this method, and propose a method if this method suffers from trapping into local minima. One can expand this method for three or more robots on the dome. The more challenging problem is to control the robots in distributed manner on the dome.
